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1. Group-wide Supervision (GWS)
Framework Overview 
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Risk and Governance requirements 
comprising:

 A group-wide internal economic capital 
assessment (GIECA);

 A group-wide own risk and solvency 
assessment (ORSA);

 Stress and scenario testing;

 Recovery analysis; and

 Supervisory review mechanisms –
ensuring the GWS College functions 
effectively and efficiently.

Capital requirements 
comprising two components:

 Group Minimum Capital 
Requirement (GMCR).

 Group Prescribed Capital 
Requirement (GPCR). 

Disclosure requirements 
comprising:

 Public reporting of the Group 
MCR.

 Private reporting to the IA of 
the GIECA, ORSA and ICS.

Capital

Risk & 
Governance Disclosure

IA GWS 
Framework

Consistent
with IAIS standards

and practices

Ensure the GWS Framework is consistent with the following:
 IAIS insurance core principles (ICPs), common framework for IAIGs (ComFrame) and insurance capital standard (ICS)
 International GWS peer regulators
 Applicable HK Corporate Governance requirements, as far as practically possible 



2. Overview of the GWS Pillars
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Pillar 1:
Capital requirements

Pillar 2:
Risk management and 

governance requirements

GWS Framework

 Local Capital Summation 
Methodology (LCSM):

o Group Minimum Capital 
Requirement (GMCR)

o Group Prescribed Capital 
Requirement (GPCR)

 Group Internal Economic 
Capital Assessment (GIECA)

 Group Own Risk and Solvency 
Assessment (ORSA)

 Recovery & Resolution Plans 
(RRP) analysis

Understanding of the group’s true 
economic capital needs and any 

related macro-prudential risks

 Group Capital Rules
 Guideline on Group Capital 

Rules

 Guideline on GIECA
 Guideline on Risk and 

Governance 

Establish requirements regarding 
the minimum amount of capital 

that the group must maintain

Complementary 
to form overall 
group capital 

adequacy 
analysis

From basis of 
statutory capital 

requirements

Pillar 3:
Disclosure requirements

 Submission of Accounts / 
Reporting Requirements

 Risk and governance 
disclosures in relation to the 
insurance group consistent 
with general financial reporting 
requirements and public 
reporting of GMCR 

 Private reporting on GIECA, 
ORSA and IAIS ICS to the IA



3. Regulatory Perspective: Inter-relationship of 
Economic Capital between ORSA, GIECA and RRP
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Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) Framework

 Establish a system which incorporates an ERM framework for solvency purposes to identify, measure, 
report and manage group-wide risks

Group Internal 
Economic Capital 

Assessment (GIECA):

 Determine the overall 
financial resources it 
needs to manage the 
group’s business as part 
of ORSA

 Base the risk 
management actions on 
consideration of the 
GIECA, ORSA, etc.

Group Own Risk and Solvency 
Assessment (ORSA):

 Where the group would be required 
to assess its group-wide risk 
management capability and its own 
view of its present and likely future 
solvency positions

 Risk measurement tools and analysis 
such as:
o Stress and scenario testing (SST)  

which includes reverse stress 
testing (RST)

o Continuity and business failure 
analysis

Recovery and 
Resolution Plan (RRP):

 Analyze the group’s 
ability to continue in 
business as part of 
ORSA

 Develop contingency or 
recovery plans for use in 
going concern situations 
to restore financial 
strength and viability

Expectation to 
perform

For risk 
measurement

For 
contingency



4. GIECA – Assessment of Economic Capital Needs
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Group Internal Economic Capital Assessment (GIECA)

Purpose
 To enable a group to assess its available and required economic capital.
 To provide HKIA with a view of economic capital requirements under a consistent 

methodology across the Group and at each level.

Use

 Analyse the overall risk position of the group and quantify the risks to which the Group is exposed.
 Determine the required economic capital to meet its risk exposures.
 Demonstrate sufficient economic capital held by the Group to withstand an adverse 1-in-200 event 

over a 1 year time horizon (99.5% value-at-risk or equivalent).

Relevant 
requirements
in the GWS 
Framework

 Groups are allowed to develop their own methodologies without approval required from HKIA.
 Group Board will be required to approve GIECA.
 Independent validation to be conducted regularly to demonstrate the following:

 Calibrated to 1-in-200 (Calibration test).
 Methodology and assumptions appropriate (Statistical quality test).
 GIECA used in business decision-making (Use test).



5. RRP – Complementing Our Group-wide Capital 
Adequacy Analysis
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Viable                                                                                                         Non-viable

Business as usual                                              Recovery                         Resolution

Viability

Actions

Recovery Plan

 The plan will require each group to:

 Identify in advance options to restore the 
financial position and viability of the group;

 Review and update the plan on a regular 
basis, or when there are material changes; 
and

 Take actions for recovery if the group comes 
under severe stress:

o Scenarios that addresses capital 
shortfalls and liquidity pressure.

o Possible recovery actions including but 
not limited to: recapitalisations, capital 
conservations, etc.

Resolution Plan

 The plan should include a substantive resolution 
strategy and operational plan for its 
implementation and to identify, in particular:

 prospective evaluation of their specific 
operations and risks in possible resolution 
scenarios and procedures for using during 
resolution; 

 financial and economic functions that need 
to be continued; 

 suitable resolution options; 
 data requirements for the group’s business 

operations and financial economic functions; 
 potential barriers to effective resolution and 

mitigating actions; and 
 actions to protect policy holders. 



6. Q&A 
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Any questions? 
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Thank You
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SOCIETY OF ACTUARIES
Antitrust Compliance Guidelines

Active participation in the Society of Actuaries is an important aspect of membership.  While the positive contributions of professional societies and associations are 
well-recognized and encouraged, association activities are vulnerable to close antitrust scrutiny.  By their very nature, associations bring together industry competitors 
and other market participants.  

The United States antitrust laws aim to protect consumers by preserving the free economy and prohibiting anti-competitive business practices; they promote 
competition.  There are both state and federal antitrust laws, although state antitrust laws closely follow federal law.  The Sherman Act, is the primary U.S. antitrust law 
pertaining to association activities.   The Sherman Act prohibits every contract, combination or conspiracy that places an unreasonable restraint on trade.  There are, 
however, some activities that are illegal under all circumstances, such as price fixing, market allocation and collusive bidding.  

There is no safe harbor under the antitrust law for professional association activities.  Therefore, association meeting participants should refrain from discussing any 
activity that could potentially be construed as having an anti-competitive effect. Discussions relating to product or service pricing, market allocations, membership 
restrictions, product standardization or other conditions on trade could arguably be perceived as a restraint on trade and may expose the SOA and its members to 
antitrust enforcement procedures.

While participating in all SOA in person meetings, webinars, teleconferences or side discussions, you should avoid discussing competitively sensitive information with 
competitors and follow these guidelines:

• Do not discuss prices for services or products or anything else that might affect prices
• Do not discuss what you or other entities plan to do in a particular geographic or product markets or with particular customers.
• Do not speak on behalf of the SOA or any of its committees unless specifically authorized to do so.

• Do leave a meeting where any anticompetitive pricing or market allocation discussion occurs.
• Do alert SOA staff and/or legal counsel to any concerning discussions
• Do consult with legal counsel before raising any matter or making a statement that may involve competitively sensitive information.

Adherence to these guidelines involves not only avoidance of antitrust violations, but avoidance of behavior which might be so construed.  These guidelines only 
provide an overview of prohibited activities.  SOA legal counsel reviews meeting agenda and materials as deemed appropriate and any discussion that departs from the 
formal agenda should be scrutinized carefully.  Antitrust compliance is everyone’s responsibility; however, please seek legal counsel if you have any questions or 
concerns.
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Presentation Disclaimer

Presentations are intended for educational purposes only and do not replace 
independent professional judgment. Statements of fact and opinions expressed are 
those of the participants individually and, unless expressly stated to the contrary, 
are not the opinion or position of the Society of Actuaries, its cosponsors or its 
committees. The Society of Actuaries does not endorse or approve, and assumes no 
responsibility for, the content, accuracy or completeness of the information 
presented. Attendees should note that the sessions are audio-recorded and may be 
published in various media, including print, audio and video formats without further 
notice.
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OIC’s Capital and Solvency Standard Development: 
Key Drivers

RBC&ORSA
Financial Sector 

Assessment 
Program (FSAP)

Banking and 
Security market

IFRS 
Implementation

Qualified 
Insurers

Pricing 
liberalization
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Why the international standard is so important

6

Purpose of Insurance Regulation
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-None-

ICP 1 Objectives, Powers and Responsibilities 
of the Supervisor 

ICP 2 Supervisor
ICP 9 Supervisory Review and Reporting
ICP 10 Preventive and Corrective Measures
ICP 11 Enforcement
ICP 12 Winding-up and Exit from the Market
ICP 14 Valuation
ICP 16 Enterprise Risk Management for Solvency

Purposes ☆
ICP 17 Capital Adequacy ☆
ICP 18 Intermediaries
ICP 19 Conduct of Business
ICP 20 Public Disclosure
ICP 21 Countering Fraud in Insurance

ICP 3 Information Exchange and 
Confidentiality Requirements

ICP 7 Corporate Governance
ICP 8 Risk Management and Internal 

Controls
ICP 13 Reinsurance and Other Forms of 

Risk Transfer
ICP 15 Investment
ICP 22 Anti-Money Laundering and 

Combating the Financing of 
Terrorism

ICP 23 Group-wide Supervisor
ICP 24 Macroprudential Surveillance and 

Insurance Supervision
ICP 25 Supervisory Cooperation and 

Coordination

ICP 4 Licensing
ICP 5 Suitability of Persons
ICP 6 Changes in Control and Portfolio Transfers
ICP 26 Cross-border Cooperation and Coordination on 

Crisis Management

26 Insurance Core Principles (ICPs) 
Thailand FSAP (6th-22nd February, 2019)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
๑. คณะผู้ประเมินภาคการเงิน ได้เข้ามาประเมินมาตรฐานการกำกับดูแลธุรกิจประกันภัย (Insurance Core Principles : ICPs) กับหน่วยงานกำกับดูแลและผู้มีส่วนได้เสีย ในระหว่างวันที่ ๖-๒๒ กุมภาพันธ์ ๒๕๖๒ และได้จัดส่งร่างรายละเอียดการประเมิน ด้านการกำกับดูแลธุรกิจประกันภัย (Thailand Detailed Assessment of Observance IAIS Insurance Core Principles) แก่สำนักงาน คปภ. เพื่อพิจารณาและเสนอข้อคิดเห็น ทั้งนี้  จากร่างรายงานผู้ประเมินได้ให้ผลการประเมินด้านการกำกับดูแลธุรกิจประกันภัยของสำนักงาน คปภ. ต่อ Insurance Core Principles (ICPs) ดังนี้
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Singapore
Australia

Canada
Japan

Thailand
Hong Kong

China
US

Malaysia
Indonesia

Turkey
New Zealand

Observed (O)

Largely observed (LO)

Partly observed (PO)

FSAP results of insurance sector from various countries 
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USA 
HK
China 

Recently, Thailand FSAP 

result has evaluated as 

“Excellent”, relatively 

close to 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ผลการประเมินภาคการเงิน สาขาการประกันภัยของประเทศต่างๆผลการประเมินภาคการเงิน สาขาการประกันภัยของประเทศต่างๆ



Risk Based Capital (RBC) in Thailand



Prior to 2008
- One size fit all 
regimes
- For life insure, 
capital required = 
2% NPV reserve
- For non-life insurer, 
capital required = 
10% GWP for last 12 
months

2008-2010
• Project of Risk base capital 
(RBC) was kicked off.
• Working groups as 
collaboration between 
regulator and industry were 
formed to consider the 
appropriate RBC framework 
for Thailand
• Draft RBC framework was 
well accepted by the industry 
and the transitional 
arrangement for the 
requirement on the regulatory 
solvency ratio were agreed 
upon by the industry

2011 – 2019
• 2011 RBC notification 

became effective, risk capital 
requires insurance risk; 
credit risk; market risk; and 
concentration risk.  

• RBC Framework: total 
balance sheet approach

• Risk charge calibrated 
@95%ile sufficiency level for 
1 year time horizon.

• PCR = 140%
• MCR = 100%
• Surrender risk was added on 

the capital requirement for 
life insurer. 

2020 (RBC2 
implemented)
- Require additional capital charge 
for operational risk 

= 1% x GWP of the past 12 
months 
- Allow diversification between 
asset risk and liability risk 
- Step up approach 
implementation

2020-2021: PCR = 120%
2022 onward: PCR = 140% 

Supervisory Development on RBC in Thailand
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the  journey of how the risk based capital regime begin in Thailand. Prior to 2008, the capital required was risk insensitive  one factor apply across the industry. However, after the financial crisis every regulators including Thailand were alert to strengthen the capital framework of their industry. At the same time, as a result of technical note from the previous FSAP. We decided to take a leaping step for solvency requirement to be a risk based capital regime . And in order to do that it wasn’t easy. This is because, under RBC framework it requires the industry to hold more capital about 1.5 times and 3.7 times for nonlife and life respectively. Therefore, it was very crucial to get the industry involvement in every stage while developing the framework until the implementation. Started from 2008, when the project was kick off.  Several working groups and committee were set up to make the decision in various topics. For example: •	Steering committee – setting policy and make the decision at high level•	Sub-working group – discuss details on technical issue 	o	Asset sub-working group – decide model risk charge arising from asset side such as equity risk, default risk, interest risk etc.	o	Life sub-working group – decide model risk charge arising from life insurance business	o	Non-life sub-working group - decide model risk charge arising from non-life insurance business	o	Joint sub working group – decide model risks charge for asset and liability mismatch risk • During the development of framework documentations were done in a great deal, every meeting of the sub-working group was recorded and minute were circulated to all stakeholders. Apart from that, We studied a number of the risk based capital frameworks of the regulator around the world including Solvency II, Singapore, Malaysia, Australia, etc. In order to understand how they select the target sufficiency level for the capital required, what types of risks covered in the framework and even how they set up the PCR and MCR and other details relevant to solvency issues Industry data were collected and used for risk charge calibration specifically for Thai insurance industry.- Prior to finalizing the framework, there were two market test done with the industry to study the quantitative impact on how much capital the industry need and to find tune the requirements and to check the convergence and comparability with ICP 17.Series of industry surveys were carried out  with Board level, Senior management including CRO, actuaries as well as people at the first line of defense to gain feedback and suggestions for OIC to understand the obstacles and issues from practicality perspective.The consultation process went for a couple years to ensure the transparency and the buy-in from the industryEventually, in 2011, the first RBC regulation became effective. … Look at the slideIt had covered 4 major risk types insurance, market, credit and concentration riskCapital required are calibrated at 95%tile, And the PCR and MCR And in 2015, the surrender risk was introduced which apply only for life insurers.  The rationale of adding this risk into the RBC is to ensure that in the event of massive lapse the company will have enough capital to pay the account value back to  the policyholder. And this could consider as one of the macroprudential mechanism to prevent the runoff of the capital resources in the short period of time.



Supervisory 
assessment of the 
financial position

Assets Liabilities  
and capital 
requirement

Financial 
position

Assets Liabilities

Te
ch
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l p
ro

vi
si

on
s

Best 
estimate 

policy 
obligations

Risk marginValue of 
assets for 

supervisory 
purposes

Capital 
requirement

Liabilities

Available 
capital

Public financial 
reporting

Liabilities

Capital

Total balance sheet approach to recognize interdependencies
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you can see, we adopt the total balance sheet approach where All assets and liabilities are valued based on economic value for solvency purposes. On the left hand side, In particular, the technical provision for insurance liabilities comprise of 2 components which are best estimate liabilities and the risk margin calibrated @75%tile of target sufficiency level. The capital charges are intended to provide a buffer to absorb the losses above 75%tile up to 95%tile for 1 year time horizon. Moreover, capital resources are the equity portion on the economic value balance sheet with some adjustment.  Only assets that meet the qualification of loss absorbency will be allowed to count as  the capital available for solvency purposes. 



Risk capital required for solvency purpose

Credit Risk

Market risk

Concentration risk

Surrender risk

Insurance risk

RBC 
framework

ERM / ORSA

Liquidity risk

Operation risk

Group risk

CAT risk
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the micro prudential perspective, OIC supervise the solvency of insurers through the regulation on RBC in conjunction with the ERM/ORSA regulation.As a matter of fact that, the risks captured in RBC are static and only cover the quantifiable risks. However, the risks that are difficult to quantify such as group risk, operational risks, liquidity risk, and Catastrophe risk will be handled by ERM/ORSA framework.  In the later slides from now I would like to go through the concept of each risk under RBC framework And then we may discuss more the details of the risk charges if you are interested in. However, for your information, all risk charge factors are available in the appendix of the Notification on RBC. 



ERM & ORSA in Thailand
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2008
• implementation of 

the minimum 
requirements for 
risk management 
of Life and Non-
life Insurer

2013-2014
• Introduced industry 

exercise on stress testing 
in order to enhance ERM 
and capital management 
plan.

• Various scenarios were 
tested including 
macroeconomic, financial 
crisis, pandemic, 
catastrophe and self-
select scenario as well as 
reverse stress test

2017 - 2018
•  Early 2017, issued the  

notification on the minimum 
requirements for risk management 
(version 2017)

• Mid 2017, drafted ERM/ORSA 
framework with regards to ICP16                                        
- Consultation paper, in order to 
prepare industry and gain 
feedback                                        
- Criteria and template  for 
assessment the quality of 
ERM/ORSA were available

• 2018, Notification on ERM/ORSA 
was approved by OIC commission

Supervisory Development on ERM for solvency 

14

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our ambition drives us to work very hard to get both the industry and ourselves to be ready for the successful implementation. Even though, the new notification on ERM and ORSA which fully complies with ICP16 became effective not long ago. The journey of the ERM development in Thailand started way back far longer than that. ERM is not the new concept to our industry it was first implemented in 2008.The insurers have to submit the business plan and their risk management policy to OIC every yearThe risk governance structure and control functions were required since then. The industry people are well prepared and all the key elements in ERM/ORSA have been gradually in place since 2008.As you can see from the slide, Beginning from 2013 and 2014, we required the industries to run the stress testing analysis in order to check if their capitals are adequate to withstand the stress scenarios which include The top down scenarios such as Macro Economics, Pandemic, Financial Crisis, and Catastrophe And the bottom up scenarios in form of the self select scenarios and the reverse stress test, just to check the vulnerability in their risk management policy. And for the scenarios where the capitals go below the regulatory capital requirements, insurers must submit the management action plans which approved by board of director. And ever since there were strong messages from OIC sent to the industry that all these regulatory exercises were part of the process to get the industry ready for the implementation of the ERM and ORSA.What I am trying to say here is that there is noting new here,Thai insurance industry has been practising this for so long.the requirements according to ICP16 were implemented bit and pieces in many areas of our regulations. The new notification on ERM and ORSA is just the nice way to put them all together.



Board
Strategy, risk appetite and policy

Risk Management Committee

1st Line

Risk Taking
Business Units

2nd Line 3rd Line

Risk Management Function

Actuarial Function

Compliance Function

Internal Audit
Function

Three Lines of Defence
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Risk governance framework

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another area that we discussed a lot with the industry before the implementation of ERM/ORSA was the way to strengthen the Risk Governance Framework. It is because the effective risk governance forms a backbone of ERM and it is very crucial for an insurer to achieve the ERM objective. The concept of 3 line of defense is often use when talking about the risk governance framework:First line of defense – each business units that deal with day to day operation must be responsible for set up their own risk management policy,  identifying risks and managing them to be within the risk tolerance limit.Second line of defense – Risk and compliance and actuaries who work in this line of defense are responsible for monitoring the controls in the first line of defense, as well as providing advice and facilitating risk management activities of the company. Third line of defense – Internal Audit function is responsible for independent monitoring over management of risks. 
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ORSA Market test (Dec. 2017 – Mar 2018)

ORSA consultation paper
ORSA report template
Manual of ORSA report template 

Preparation for insurance company and OIC’s off-site and 
on-site team (Nov. 2017 – July 2018)

 Seminar on ORSA framework for industry
 Discussion forum on ORSA implementation and practice for industry
 Overall feedback, good practice and area for improvement, on ORSA report 

for industry
 Several training on the methodology of monitoring and analyzing of ORSA 

report for OIC’s off-site and on-site staff

ORSA Market Survey (Mar 2018)
Overall, industry agree with the implementation of ORSA framework as it 

helps them enrich the risk culture within the organization

Development of ERM/ORSA Regulation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this slide, I just want to give more flavor on how it works in terms of the implementation.Since 2017, we have put substantial efforts into this projectWe studied ERM/ORSA requirements of other insurance regulators around the world such as Japan, USA, Australia, UK, etc.We even flew to Singapore to have a file study with Monetary Singapore Authority to learn from them about challenges in implementing the regulations We engaged the external consultants which was Earnts and Yong to help us from drafting the framework, transferring  knowledges and building up the capacity of people in the industry and OIC’s supervisors.  The consultation papers and the ORSA report template were launched to gain the industry feedbacksMarket Survey was carried out to understand the situation and to check the readiness of the industry In term of preparation for the industry, OIC has provided the multiple sessions to educate the industry about the ERM/ORSA especially to the key persons in control functions. So far there are several guidelines, including the ERM/ORSA process, ORSA reporting, etc., provided to the industry. Internally, we also developed the guideline for the supervisors on how to assess the ERM/ORSA process of insurers. Training and workshops were done based on real ORSA report submitted to OIC. 
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ERM/ORSA Framework

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All these things we have done is to make sure that everybody is on the same page.    And this is the best diagram to explain the whole concept and the key elements in the ERM/ORSA framework. Conceptually, ORSA is a heart to the ERM framework as it links the business strategy, risk management and capital management all together. In particular, the ORSA facilitates early identification of risks from the existing business strategy over a range of plausible adverse scenarios.With this, the companies will be able to consider how those risks could be mitigated or how they want to adjust the business strategy, given its risk tolerance. And ones must not forget that ORSA is the iterative process. It can never be good from the day one Speaking of which, the Board of directors play a major role in ensuring that the ORSA is implemented robustly. I would say that it is the most effective way to guarantee the effectiveness of the ERM/ORSA framework. OIC’s fully expects that insurers’ boards to think through on the outcomes of their ORSA report before the approval, and to guide insurers to continually enhance the quality of ORSAs in the way that can lead to better decision making in timely manner at the board level 
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Risk governance 
structure

Risk management 
framework

Scope of Risks 
policy

Risk culture

Continuity Analysis and 
Stress test

Risk Monitoring and 
Evaluation

ผ

Reporting requirement

Risk management
process

IT system supporting risk 
management

 Board of Director
 Senior management
 Risk management 

committee
 Risk management 

department including role 
of CRO

 Compliance function 
 Internal Audit function 
 Actuarial function 

 Monitoring process 
performed by Internal Audit 

 Internal audit report 
requirement 

 Review risk management 
framework and written 
policy at least once a year 

Requirement on 
 Scenario analysis 
 Stress test 
 Management Action Plan 

and Business continuity 
plan

 Overarching risk 
management policy

 Risk Appetite framework
 Key Risk Indicator
 Linkage between strategy, 

risk and capital (Feedback 
loop)

 Written policy are required  
for 9 main activities 

 Identify
 Assess and prioritize 
 Response
 Control and Monitoring
 Risk reporting, including 

risk register

 Strategic risk
 Insurance risk
 Market risk
 Credit risk
 Liquidity risk
 Operational risk
 Reputation risk
 Information technology risk
 Catastrophe risk 
 Emerging risk
 Group risk (if available)

Submission of ERM/ORSA 
report:
 ERM/ORSA framework and 

process
 Risk management policy
 Linkage between risk, 

strategy and capital
 Risk appetite framework
 Risk exposure and 

identification 
 Stress testing, Scenario & 

Continuity analysis
 Solvency assessment and 

assessment on the
accuracy of ERM/ORSA 
framework

Data system to support risk 
management policy
 Security of data storage
 Level of classification 
 IT risk management

 Embed Risk Culture to 
day-to-day operation

 Effective communicate of 
risk policy in the 
organization 

 Integrated Risk 
management to business 
decision making 

 Economic capital (if any)
 Capital management 
 Capital contingency plan
 Internal Capital 

Adequacy Ratio 

Own risk solvency 
assessment (ORSA)

Summary of Notification on ERM/ORSA  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The notification on ERM/ORSA itself is quite complex as it is designed to match up with the ICP16. ----Show them the mapping sheet --------However, the spirit of this notification is the requirement for insures to perform ORSA at least annually or whenever there are any significant changes in the risk exposures. The risk management policy must be reviewed at least once a year or within 30 days after there are significant change in the business strategy or material risks The rest of details in the requirements you can check form a copy of the translated notification which is available in the folder in front of you. However, there are some key elements I would like to point out here. First, we strengthen the risk governance structure by requiring clear role and responsibility of the key person in control function. And the company must assess the effectiveness of the risk governance framework as part of ORSA process. Second, insures are required to have written risk management policies for 9 main activities as a minimum including Pricing, investment, underwriting, reinsurance, asset and liability managements and the list go on.  Third, we required insurers to identify and assess all material risks both quantifiable and non quantifiable risks,especially operational risk, strategic risk, group risk, emerging risks like cyber and environmental risk and riskarising from changes in the macro-economic environment.  Forth, the continuity analyses and stress tests is required as part of the ORSA process. Insurers must conduct regular forward looking continuity analyses on both quantitative and qualitative basis. - The tests must include a projection on the financial and capital adequacy positions under sufficiently broad range of plausible adverse scenarios and-The projection must be done over a time horizon that consistent with business planning Action plans to restore and improve capital adequacy and cash flow position must be clearly identified and assessed whether they are feasible to address the stress situations Effectively, the board and senior management must consider the use of stress test results as part of their business continuity planning and decision making Notification on ERM/ORSA 2019 consist of 12 section (47 requirements) section 1  General section 2  Risk management policy section 3  Risk Management Process section 4  Required Capital section 5  Solvency Assessment and Capital Requirement section 6  Linkage between Risk, Strategy and Capital section 7  Stress Test and Continuity Analysis section 8  Risk Culture section 9  Risk Management Governance Structuresection 10 Information System for Risk Managementsection 11 Reporting and submissionsection 12 Provisional Clause
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Potential impact on Thailand insurance industry 2020 

Global

GDP 2020

Policy  
interest rate 

Thailand

GDP 2020

Policy
interest rate

Impact on Thailand’s Insurance Sector 

Reduction in 
growth GWP 2020

-3% to  5%

Reduction in growth 
GWP 2020

- 5%

Source Bank of Thailand

Source Bank of Thailand

Source : IMF

Source : IMF

Opportunities for development of insurance 
product
• Selling more protection type rather than 

saving
• Increase in the health insurance demand
• Increase the awareness of buying insurance 

Changes in operating processes
• WFH, more flexible hour
• Digitalize the distribution channel 
• Contact customers via digital channel 

Great chances of 
improvements 
• All works to be operated 

in electronic form 
improve customer 
experience

• To build digital platform 
among stakeholders 

• Digitalizing claim 
management  

• Upskill agents/brokers 
via digital tools 

• Reg Tech/Sup Tech

Insurance 
Development Plan 

Volume 4

Key: flexible and fast response to the quick changes of 
new ecosystem by  utilizing the technology and 
information 
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Insurance companies

Insurance company has stability and ability to 
stay competitive in the new ecosystem

Insurance system to play the major role to 
facilitating the sustainability of Thai economy 
and society

To build up the risk culture among Thais and 
the private sector 

People &Private Sector

Economy and Society

Infrastructure 

To develop infrastructures to support the 
insurance operation

Strategic Pillar 1

Strategic Pillar 2

Strategic Pillar 3

Strategic Pillar 4

Framework of Insurance Development Plan Volume4 (2021-2025)



For further queries
http://www.oic.or.th
OIC Call Center 1186
Email: thanitaa@oic.or.th

http://www.oic.or.th/
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SOCIETY OF ACTUARIES
Antitrust Compliance Guidelines

Active participation in the Society of Actuaries is an important aspect of membership.  While the positive contributions of professional societies and associations are 
well-recognized and encouraged, association activities are vulnerable to close antitrust scrutiny.  By their very nature, associations bring together industry competitors 
and other market participants.  

The United States antitrust laws aim to protect consumers by preserving the free economy and prohibiting anti-competitive business practices; they promote 
competition.  There are both state and federal antitrust laws, although state antitrust laws closely follow federal law.  The Sherman Act, is the primary U.S. antitrust law 
pertaining to association activities.   The Sherman Act prohibits every contract, combination or conspiracy that places an unreasonable restraint on trade.  There are, 
however, some activities that are illegal under all circumstances, such as price fixing, market allocation and collusive bidding.  

There is no safe harbor under the antitrust law for professional association activities.  Therefore, association meeting participants should refrain from discussing any 
activity that could potentially be construed as having an anti-competitive effect. Discussions relating to product or service pricing, market allocations, membership 
restrictions, product standardization or other conditions on trade could arguably be perceived as a restraint on trade and may expose the SOA and its members to 
antitrust enforcement procedures.

While participating in all SOA in person meetings, webinars, teleconferences or side discussions, you should avoid discussing competitively sensitive information with 
competitors and follow these guidelines:

• Do not discuss prices for services or products or anything else that might affect prices

• Do not discuss what you or other entities plan to do in a particular geographic or product markets or with particular customers.

• Do not speak on behalf of the SOA or any of its committees unless specifically authorized to do so.

• Do leave a meeting where any anticompetitive pricing or market allocation discussion occurs.

• Do alert SOA staff and/or legal counsel to any concerning discussions

• Do consult with legal counsel before raising any matter or making a statement that may involve competitively sensitive information.

Adherence to these guidelines involves not only avoidance of antitrust violations, but avoidance of behavior which might be so construed.  These guidelines only 
provide an overview of prohibited activities.  SOA legal counsel reviews meeting agenda and materials as deemed appropriate and any discussion that departs from the 
formal agenda should be scrutinized carefully.  Antitrust compliance is everyone’s responsibility; however, please seek legal counsel if you have any questions or 
concerns.
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Presentation Disclaimer

Presentations are intended for educational purposes only and do not replace 
independent professional judgment. Statements of fact and opinions expressed are 
those of the participants individually and, unless expressly stated to the contrary, 
are not the opinion or position of the Society of Actuaries, its cosponsors or its 
committees. The Society of Actuaries does not endorse or approve, and assumes no 
responsibility for, the content, accuracy or completeness of the information 
presented. Attendees should note that the sessions are audio-recorded and may be 
published in various media, including print, audio and video formats without further 
notice.
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The valuation and capital framework for insurers in Singapore was enhanced 
(RBC 2) with effect from 31 March 2020 to achieve the following
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Sufficient lead time was provided for implementing RBC 2 
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• QIS 1 issued in March 2014 
(based on YE 2013)

• QI2 2 issued in July 2016 (based 
on YE 2015) 

• Impact study issued in Sep 
2018 (based on YE 2017)

• First parallel run issued in May 
2019 (based on YE 2018)

• Second parallel run issued in 
Mar 2020 (based on YE 2019)

Three rounds of 
impact studies and 
one parallel run ...

Conducted extensive 
consultations…

• First consultation in June 2012

• Second consultation in March 
2014 

• Third consultation in July 2016

• As well as closed door 
consultations and invitation for 
comments on draft technical 
specifications and Matching 
Adjustment approval process and 
requirements

Continuous engagements 
and dialogues… 

• Regular dialogues with LIA, 
GIA, SRA, SAS and ISCA

• Conducted company visits on a 
number of significant direct 
life & composite insurers in 
late 2018 to understand 
insurers’ RBC 2 
implementation plans 



In the lead up to RBC 2 implementation, significant dislocation 
in the market occurred due to COVID-19 pandemic 
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• At the lowest point on 23 Mar 2020, equity prices had fallen just over 30% 
for both the Straits Times Index (STI) and MSCI World Index since end 
2019.

• Yield curve has moved down significantly since around Feb 2020, and 
sank to historic low levels on 9 Mar 2020 (went even lower in late May 
and late Jul).

• This has put some pressure on life insurers’ solvency positions, especially 
given the relatively significant allocation to equities for participating life 
insurance business, and the discounting of liabilities with lower risk-free 
yields.



Discount yield curves are derived differently under RBC and RBC 2 
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Comparison of SGD Yield Curves: RBC 1 vs RBC 2 as at 31 March 2020

RBC1 RBC2

RBC 1 RBC 2

Segment 1 
(based on market 
information)

15 years 20 years

Segment 2
(extrapolation to 
stable rate)

Linear extrapolation 
of 5 years (year 15 
– 20)

Smith Wilson 
extrapolation of 40 
years (year 20 – 60)

Segment 3 
(long term stable 
rate)

Long Term Risk Free
Discount Rate 
(LTRFDR*) of 3.1% 
from year 20+

Ultimate Forward 
Rate (UFR) of 3.8% 
from year 60+

Additional info Curve built from 
spot rates

Curve built from 
forward rates

*LTRFDR under RBC1 is the sum of:
a) 90% of [average historical daily yields of 15SGS since inception + average historical daily difference in yields of 20SGS and 15SGS since 
inception of 20SGS]
b) 10% of average historical daily yields of 20SGS over past 6 months
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• Transitional measure was introduced under RBC 2 to account for the 
differences in which the risk-free discount rate used to value Singapore 
dollar denominated liabilities is derived under both RBC 2 and RBC 
framework. 

• Transitional measure was originally intended to be phased out by end 
2020 but subsequently extended to end 2021 in May 2020 in view that 
lingering economic and health uncertainties may weigh on financial 
markets for some time. 

• The matching adjustment (MA) and illiquidity premium features within 
RBC 2, particularly MA, helped insurers in mitigating the impact of 
widening spreads.

• Insurers remain resilient.

Market remains volatile but fortunately measures were in 
place to mitigate the impact on solvency 
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• Insurers should monitor their solvency positions closely and adopt a 
prudent and forward looking view in capital management.

• They should maintain strong capital buffers and pre-emptively consider 
the need to raise fresh capital to bolster capital position where necessary.

• They should be prudent when making discretionary payments, including 
the distribution of dividends or profits to their shareholders or head 
office. 

• Insurers on transitional measure are to have in place a board-approved 
capital management plan on how they intend to carry out the asset 
portfolio rebalancing and bolster their solvency position by the end of 
2021 when the transitional measure will be phased out. MAS will engage 
insurers closely and regularly on this plan. 

Expectations  on insurers amidst the COVID-19 pandemic  
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• MAS continues to refine the RBC 2 framework 
• Ensuring it remains risk-sensitive, yet does not end up being pro-cyclical amidst market 

stresses

• Addressing the capital treatment of infrastructure investments and structured products

• MAS has issued an interest rate stress test exercise to selected direct life and 
composite insurers in Aug 2020 to understand the impact of negative and 
low for long interest environment on insurers 
• Nominal interest rates globally are at historically low levels with some jurisdictions having 

experienced negative rates for government debt across multiple tenors 

Other work moving forward 
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• MAS to update MAS Notice 126 on Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) for 
insurers 
• To incorporate relevant requirements and guidance from IAIS’ updated Insurance Core 

Principles (ICPs) following the adoption of the holistic framework for assessment of 
systemic risk for insurers in Nov 2019 

• Expect more guidance in the management of liquidity risk, including liquidity management 
plan and liquidity stress testing  

Other work moving forward 
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